
After introducing our Explorer Trolley 
system last year, we received many 
requests for a similar trolley system 
that could handle heavier cameras. 
The rails of the new Porta-Jib Tracker 
system are spaced further apart than 
the Explorer and the larger trolley uses 
interchangeable inserts to accommodate 
three standard fluid head bases: 
100mm, 150mm, or Mitchell.  
The Porta-Jib Tracker system is larger, 
stronger, and less prone to tipping when 
carrying a bigger camera system. Sixteen 
unique wheels with grooved centers lock 
the trolley securely on the dovetailed 
rails. With integrated bubble levels 
on the end stop clamps, the Porta-Jib 
Tracker system is designed to be safe, 
smooth and quiet.

Portable elevated trolley system

The any-environment track/trolley system that can be 
configured to any length in 3 foot (.9m) increments. 
Supports cameras and fluid heads with a total combined 
weight of less than 80 lbs. (36 kg.) Extremely portable, 
quick to set-up, perfect for shooting anywhere from a 
studio to mountainous terrain.

$3810 as shown: 12 foot Porta-Jib Tracker with rails, cross supports, 
undercarriage support, 4 monopods, 2 end stops and 16 wheel trolley  
with 100mm insert. Package includes 2 custom PortaBrace bags. 
Camera and fluid head not included in package pricing. Add $75 to 
upgrade to 150mm insert.

Flat Mitchell plate insert 150mm cup insert

16 Wheel Trolley shown with 100mm cup insert

Prototype version of Porta-Jib Tracker on location. Photo courtesy of Michele Abbott at Road Trip Films. For more information, videos, photos and links visit www.portajib.com
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Leveling feet can be 
added to any of the 

cross supports for 
Low Mode work. 

When using cameras and fluid heads with a total 
combined weight between 50 to 80 lbs., additional 
support is needed. The 12 foot Porta-Jib Tracker 
can be configured using a total of 9 monopods.  
In this configuration the undercarriage support  
is unnecessary. 

Tracker component prices
16 Wheel Trolley $ 875

100mm or Mitchell Insert for Trolley $ 125

150mm Insert for Trolley $ 200

3 foot rail $ 75

Monopod $ 100

Cross support w/ dual clamps $ 150

End-stop clamp w/ bubble level $ 30

Undercarriage tie-rod $ 40 

Undercarriage Stand-off w/clamp $ 60

Under carriage end clamp $ 30

Leveling foot for Low Mode work $ 75

PortaBrace Bag for Rails & Monopods $ 300

PortaBrace Bag for Trolley & Cross Supports $ 300

When fully extending the monopods to maximize the height 
of the rails, an additional monopod should be added to each 
end. Maximum height to the top of the trolley is 48 inches 
(1.2m). Lens axis height will vary depending upon the 
camera and fluid head being used with the system.

$4210 as shown: 12 foot Porta-Jib Tracker  
with rails, cross supports, 9 monopods, 2 end  
stops and 16 wheel trolley with Mitchell insert.  
Package includes 3 custom PortaBrace bags.  
Camera and fluid head not included in package  
pricing. Add $75 to upgrade to 150mm insert.

$3450 as shown: 9 foot Porta-Jib Tracker with rails, cross 
supports, undercarriage support, 4 monopods, 2 end stops 
and 16 wheel trolley with 100mm insert. Package includes 
2 PortaBrace bags. Camera and fluid head not included in 
package pricing. Add $75 to upgrade to 150mm insert.

$2810 as shown: 6 foot Porta-Jib Tracker 
with rails, cross supports, 4 monopods,  
2 end stops and 16 wheel trolley with  
100mm insert. Package includes 2 custom 
PortaBrace bags. Camera and fluid head 
not included in package pricing. Add $75  
to upgrade to 150mm insert.

$3650 as shown: 9 foot Porta-Jib Tracker with rails, 
cross supports, undercarriage support, 6 monopods, 
2 end stops and 16 wheel trolley with 100mm insert. 
Package includes 2 custom PortaBrace bags.  
Camera and fluid head not included in package  
pricing. Add $75 to upgrade to 150mm insert.

PortaBrace custom-designed bags for Porta-jib products.

Adjustable angle tops 
and telescoping legs 
make leveling easy.  
Note that the clamps 
can rotate 90 degrees 
for use as third leg 
stabilizer.

End stops have 
a bubble level.


